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INTRODUCTION 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for a group ring to be a P.I. ring, 
or an Azumaya algebra, have been studied extensively; cf.D. Passman [7], 
resp. F. De Meyer and G. Janusz Cl]. In studying certain graded orders in 
simple Artinian rings it is important to dispose of sufficient conditions in
terms of the grading roup assuring that the order is a P.I. order, resp. 
Azumaya algebra, given that the part of degree zero has these properties. 
The necessity of the conditions i usually lost in the graded situation; 
actually itis one of the fruitful applications f graded constructions that 
the ramification divisor of a given P.I. order can be resolved in a suitably 
constructed generalized R es ring which often turns out to be an (reflexive) 
Azumaya algebra; cf. [2, 10, 121. The conditions we end up with relate 
nicely to the conditions obtained in the study of group rings up to adding 
extra conditions oftypically graded nature dealing with cocycles and group 
actions appearing here. 
In Section A of the paper we will allow certain non-trivial actions of the 
grading roup; in Section B we provide some more information i the case 
without action. Twisted group rings turn up in the study of strongly graded 
Azumaya algebras (even in Section 1l.A). Their centers may be described 
by using ageneralization of the concept of ray classes (the term stems from 
crystallography butis better than regular classes, which is sometimes used 
by mathematicians). In order to do this we have extended some classical 
cocycle calculations to the case of infinite groups, but we do not go too 
deeply into these matters. The final application to maximal orders derives 
from the finite index result we prove for the subgroup generated by ray 
classes. 
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A. GRADATIONS WITH ACTION 
First let us recall some preliminary results: 
1. PROPOSITION (Passman). Zf KG satisfies a polynomial identity of 
degree n then [G: d(G)] <n/2 and (d(G)‘)< co, where Kis afield and d(G) 
is the finite conjugation subgroup ofG. 
Proof. Cf. [7, Theorem 2.141. 
If KG is prime then d(G) is torsion free abelian. Ingeneral for any 
finitely generated subgroup H of d(G) we have that [H: Z(H)] < 00, 
IH’I < co, [G: C,(H)] < co and H/H,,,, isa free abelian group. It is clear 
that we may take K to be any commutative ring in Proposition 1 and then, 
using A. Regev’s result on the tensor product of P.I. rings being P.I., we 
may use Proposition 1 even when K is a semiprime P.I. ring. Next we want 
to know when KG is an Azumaya algebra; this is completely solved in the 
following: 
2. PROPOSITION (De Meyer and Janusz). Let R be a ring, G a group. The 
group ring RG is an Azumuyu algebra ifnd only if: 
R is an Azumuyu algebra; 
IG’) isfiniteand IG’(-‘ER; 
[G: Z(G)] < 00. 
Proof. Cf. Theorem 1 in [ 1). 
Consider now a G-graded ring R = 0 ~ E G R,. We say that R is strongly 
graded if R,R, = R,, for all (r, zE G. If we only assume that R = CBEG R, 
with R,R, = R,, for all cz E G then we say that R is a Clifford system. For 
some general results onClifford systems and strongly graded rings, werefer 
to [4, 121. Over a (non-commutative) Krull ring one may define a
divisorially graded ring by (R,R,)** = R,, for all 6, z E G, where ** 
denotes the “double dual,” i.e., the reflexive (l ft) R,-module associated to 
R,,. Let us introduce the more general terminology of[S]. 
Let R be G-graded such that R, is a prime Goldie ring with classical ring 
of fractions Qe. Let E, = E(Q,/R,) be the injective hull in R,-mod of 
Qe-IL and let IC be the idempotent kernel functor with Gabriel filter 
S(K) = {H left ideal of R,, Hom.<(R,/H, E,) =O}. 
Write Q,(M) for the module of quotients ofME R,-mod., with respect to
IC. Similarly, define IC’ on right R,-modules associated o the injective hull of 
Q,/R, in mod-R,. Since R, is a prime Goldie ring, K(R,) = In’ = 0 and 
QK(R,) = R,. The K-closure ofa left ideal L of R, is given by Q,(L) =
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{x E R,, Hx c L for some HE .Y(K)}. We say that R is divisorially graded 
by G if: 
1. R is K- and K’-torsion free. 
2. For all o, r E G we have Q,(R, R,) =R,, = QK, (R,R,). 
It is not hard to verify that astrongly graded ring R over a prime Goldie 
ring R, is automatically divisorially graded. Both divisorially nd strongly 
graded rings atisfy condition (E): For every Y# 0 in R,, R, _, r # 0, for 
any U. If R, is semiprime ring then condition (E) is left-right symmetric. 
We recall two results from [S], i.e., Propositions 1.4and 1.6: 
3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that he G-graded ring R satisfies (E) and sup- 
pose that R, is asemiprime left Goldie ring. Then: 
1. S= (s ER, s regular and homogeneous) i  aleft Ore set. 
2. S, = (s ER,, s regular inR,) is a regular left Ore set of R and 
S-‘R=S,‘R. 
The ring S’R is G-graded, it satisfies (E) and S ‘R is left gr-semisimple 
gr-Artinian. 
If R, is prime then S- ‘R is strongly raded by G’ = (o E G, R, # 01, a 
subgroup ofG, and actually S’R is a crossed product (S,’ R,)*G’. 
3. If R is divisorially graded then S- ‘R = S, ’ R,*G. 
In the situation of the above proposition wealso have: 
1. If G is poly-infinite cyclic ortorsion free abelian then R is a semiprime 
left Goldie ring. 
2. If G is poly-cyclic-by-finite then R is aleft Goldie ring. 
4. PROPOSITION. Let R be divisorially graded by G (in particular R, is a 
prime Goldie ring) and assume that G is finitely generated while R is a P.I. 
ring; then G contains a normal abelian subgroup offinite index (hence G is 
polycyclic-by-finite). 
Proof By Proposition 3.4. and the fact hat R, #O for all CE G we 
obtain that Qg = (S; l R,)*G; write Q, = SF’ R,. Since R is a P.I. ring, Qg is 
a P.I. ring and Z(Q,)*G is a P.I. ring too. 
Consequently, if 40~ corresponds to (T under cp. G + Aut Z(Qe) then 
cp? = 1 for some n, # N, and using the fact hat we may restrict to afinite 
number of generators of G it is not hard to show that 
[Z( Q,) : Z(Qe)G] < co. Hence Z(Q,) is a Galois extension fZ(Q,)” with 
group Im cp, which is then a finite group. Crossed products of Z(Q,) and G 
with action given by cp and cocycle c: G x G -+ Z(Q,)* will be denoted by 
(Z(Qe), G, cp, cl 
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If A = (Z(Q), G, cp, c), B = (Z(Q), G, cp, c’) then A @zcQ,l~ B contains 
the Z(Q,)G-subalgebra Z(Q,), G, cp, cc’). Actually, the proof of this claim is 
exactly the same as the proof of the “product heorem” for cocycles in
Galois cohomology; cf. Pierce [S, p. 2581 (one easily verifies that in prov- 
ing the claim one does not have to use the finiteness of G assumed in [S] ). 
Applying this to D = Qg@ z(Qej~ (Qg)Opp we see that D is a P.1 algebra by 
A. Regev’s result and D contains the skew group ring Z(Q,)*, G, where 
there is no cocycle, which is then also aPI. algebra. Therefore, Z(Q,)” G is 
a P.I. algebra nd by Passman’s result for group rings [G : d(G)] < co. 
Since G is finitely generated, [d(G): Z(d(G))] < co, where Z(d(G)) is 
characteristic n d(G), hence normal in G, i.e., G contains a normal abelian 
subgroup of finite index. 
We will now extend the foregoing result toa more useful generality. 
5. THEOREM. Let R be G-graded over the semiprime Goldie ring R, and 
assume that condition (E) holds. Assume moreover that here is a subgroup 
G(R) = (cr EG, R, # 0} which has finite index in G, and that G is finitely 
generated. ZfR is a P.Z. ring then G contains a normal abelian subgroup of 
finite index. 
Proof. In proving the statement we may assume that G = G(R) (some 
condition like R, # 0 for many CT EG is necessary because otherwise w may 
consider R as an H x G-graded ring with R, = 0 for all h E H, since H is 
arbitrary it would be impossible toderive results about the grading group). 
Proposition 3.3 yields that Q = S-‘R is a gr-semisimple gr-Artinian 
P.I. ring with Q, = S; l R, semisimple Artinian d Q, # 0 for all CJ EG. Let 
Qe=L1@*..OL,, where each Li is a minimal left ideal. From condition 
(E) it follows that QLi is a minimal graded left ideal of Q and 
QLi n QLj = 0 if i # j, i.e., Q = QL, 0. *. 0 QL,. 
Let Qi be the gr-simple components of Q i.e., a minimal graded ideal 
obtained by grouping together the convenient QL,) and write 
Q = Q, @ 0.. @Qt. The fact hat each Qi, i= l,..., t, is a graded ideal of Q 
leads to Q,= (Q,),@ ..+ @(Q,), for every eE G, hence for every (TE G 
there is an i= l,..., t such that (Qi), # 0. The graded version of the 
Artin-Weddenburn theorem, cf. [4], yields that Qi N- M,,(D,)(a’), i = l,..., t, 
where Dj is a gr-division ri g (all homogeneous elements invertible) and 
the gradation on M,(D,)(o’) is given by ci = (ci,..., r~i,) as 
follows: (M,i(DJ(a’)), = (d ,Q~,,;,~ I)l,p. For each Di we let Gi = G(Di) be 
the subgroup of G consisting of all LT EG for which (Di), # 0. If 6 E G is 
such that (Qi), #0 then some entry in (M,(Di)(ai)), is non-zero, i.e., 
aiS(’ cGi for certain A, p. Consequently, ( Qi)s #0 implies 
6 E (o;)-’ Giai . We now consider the finite number of subgroups of 
G: (Gi, (o;)-~G+~~, i= l,..., t, A = l,..., rq}. 
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Since for every 6E G some (Q& #O it follows that G is a finite union 
of right cosets of the forementioned groups, e.g., UiW4b~ 
(U,+((~i)-’ G(oi) pi)-’ ~~)I>. 
A classical result of B. Neumann (cf. [6]) yields that at least one of the 
groups considered has finite index in G. If some (a:)-’ G(D,) CJ~ has finite 
index in G then so has G(Dj). Because Dj is a P.I. ring we may conclude 
that Z(d(G(Di))) has finite index in G(D), hence in G. 
Let {go= 4gl,...,g, } be a right transversal forG(Di) in G. The 
group Z= nigjZ(d(G(Di))) g,:’ will be a normal abelian subgroup of G 
and it has finite index in G. 1 
6. Remark. For each i = l,..., t, (Qi)e = 1, @ . *. 0 l,,, where the I, ..., I, , 
are the simple components of Q. These simple artinian rings are composed 
of isomorphic left ideals but since Qi is a minimal graded ideal the rings 
1 i ,..., 1, are all isomorphic. Indeed, QJQi)e Q,-I c (Qi),, hence (Qi)e con- 
tains the orbit of I, under the “conjugation action,” while, on the other 
hand, each such orbit will extend to an ideal of Qi under extension the 
left. Minimality of Qi then yields that (Qi)< consists ofI, 0. .. 0 I,, over 
exactly one orbit of the “conjugation action.” 
So Z(Q,),=Z@...@Z and Z(Q,)s=ZG@...@ZG. Using crossed 
products over these Galois algebras one may also repeat part of the proof 
of Proposition 4 and work with Qi without further reducing to Di by the 
graded Wedderburn theorem (then a more complicated finiteness 
argument, using sets of finite index in G, must be used!). 
7. Corollary ofthe Proof In the situation of Theorem 5 but without the 
assumption that G is finitely generated one can prove that G is a pi-group 
(i.e., some kG is a P.I. algebra, k commutative). 
ProoJ: As in the proof of Theorem 5 we reduce to the strongly graded 
case by descending tosome pi-division ri g D graded by G(D) of finite 
index in G. Then we proceed as in Proposition 4. The only problem is the 
verificaton of [Z(D,): Z(D,)Gc”)] < 00. If this is false then Z(D,) . Z(D) = 
Z(D,) @zaps) Z(D) is commutative and a free Z(D)-module of infinite 
rank and this ituation carries over to the total ring of fractions f D (or to 
any quotient algebra modulo some maximal ideal, noting that he units u, 
describing thecrossed product D still donot commute with Z(D,) modulo 
the maximal ideal), leading to a contradiction. 1 
At this point let us point out an interesting problem not considered here: 
what is the minimal size of the matrix in which a gr-division ri g may be 
embedded? Some of this is related toa Brauer splitting theorem for graded 
rings and we hope to come back to this problem in the future. 
If R is strongly graded by G we have a canonical morphism 
cp: G + Pic(R,). Recall that the gradation is said to be quasi-inner, if 
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Im Qi = 1, i.e., Z(R,) is invariant under the conjugation action induced by 
[R, E Pic(R,). In[ 12) it has been established that for afinite group G with 
( G I -’ E R the strongly graded ring R will be an Azumaya algebra if R, is 
an Azumaya algebra nd the gradation is quasi-inner. We now prove a 
fairly general result extending this result and along the way we obtain a
correction for an erroneous claim in [ 111. 
8: THEOREM. Let A be a semiprime P.I. algebra, say satisfying the iden- 
tities ofn x n-matrices, quasi-inner graded by G. Suppose that the following 
conditions hold. 
1. A, is an Azumaya algebra. 
2. 1 G’ ) < 00, where G’ is the commutator subgroup of G. 
3. Let G, be the torsion subgroup of G (it exists in view of 2). Ifx E G, 
then (exp(x))-’ E A and we assume G = G; C&G,). 
4. Let c be the 2-cocycle d scribing C,(A,). Zf OEG, and ZE G com- 
mutes with r~, then c(o, z) = c(z, o), 
Then A is an Azumaya algebra. 
Proof First note that A, is semiprime, too; indeed from [4, 1.3.321, it 
follows that rad(A,) is G-invariant, i.e., A rad(A,) is an ideal, hence it is a 
nil ideal of A but there is no nontrivial ni ideal in a semiprime P.I. ring. 
Suppose A does not satisfy the identities of n- 1 x n - l-matrices but for 
every finitely generated sugroup H of G, A(‘j) = Ohs n A,, does satisfy these 
identities. If f is an n- 1 x n - l-identity not satisfied by A then 
f(a 1 ,*.*, a,)# 0 for certain aiE A. The degrees of the homogeneous com- 
ponents of the ai generate a finitely generated subgroup H of G such that 
AtH) does not satisfy the identities of n- 1 x n - l-matrices. We claim that 
A is an Azumaya algebra if AtH) is one. 
Indeed, let g be a multilinear central polynomial for A then it is also a
multilinear central polynomial for AcH) and it does nos not vanish on AcH) 
since A(h) does not satisfy the identities of n - 1 x n - l-matrices. If A(n) is 
Azumaya then the Formanek center, i.e., the Z(AcH)) ideal generated bythe 
evaluations ofg in AcH’ equals the whole Z(A’n’). Actually, by mul- 
tilinearity it isclear that g(AcH1) generates the Formanek center of AcH) 
additively (because for R E Z(AtH)) and a, ,..., a2 E AfH) we have 
MaI ,..., a,)= g(h ,..., a*). Since g(A) 2g(AcH’) itis clear that 1 is in the 
additive group generated byg(A) in Z(A), hence the Formanek center of A 
equals Z(A), or A is an Azumaya algebra. 
It is easily checked that all conditions on G may be transferred to H
except he second part of Condition 3. To remedy this we will enlarge H by 
adjoining a finite number of elements in such a way that Condition 3 is 
satisfied forthe newly obtained finitely generated. H1. What we strive for is 
that every class h,H,h,: l with hi EH is equal to some class h:H,hj - ’ 
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(elementwise) forsome /Z:E H, and it is clear that we only have to verify 
this for aset of generators h, ,..., h, of H. Now H, is a finite group (it maps 
to a finite group modulo 2%’ also a finite group), H, c G, and since 
G = G,C,(G,) we may write hi =g,k, with giE G,, kiE C,(G,). Obviously 
h,H,h;’ =g,H,gl’. The group F generated by gi,..., g, in G, is a finite 
group (( G’ ) < co!) and we let H, be the subgroup of G generated byH and 
F.. If g = hi gi, h, g, . .. h, g;, is a torsion element of H,, then, modulo the 
finite (H,),, y and h,h2 ... h, have the same image in the abelian H,/(H,), 
because gil ...g,~ FC(H,),. It follows that h,h,... h, is a torsion element of 
H, i.e., (H,),= (H,, F). 
If we now consider he H, then h(H,), h-’ =f(H,),f-’ for some 
f~ (H,),. If h is written ashl gilh2 g, ... h, g,, where some element may be 
equal to e and repetition s allowed, then f will be a suitable product of 
g, Y..., g,). Thus, in proving the theorem we may now assume that G is 
finitely generated and G, is finite ofinvertible order. 
Now A is an A.-Z(A.)-bimodule, hence A = AeOZcA,) C,,,(A,) and 
B= C,(A,) is G-graded with B,= Z(A,) and A, =A,OZca,) B,, 
fJEG. From A,@,eA,-,=A, for all CE G we deduce that 
AeQz(A,) B,Q,<~Qz(AJ B,-1 =A,, or (*) AeQz(A,) B,Qz(,e, B,-1 = -4. 
Because A, is an Azumaya algebra we take A.-centralizers in (*) and 
obtain that Z(A,) N B, OZcA,) B,-I for all (TE G, i.e., B is strongly graded 
by G over B, = Z(A,) c Z(B) = Z(A). If B is an Azumaya algebra over 
Z(B) then A is an Azumaya algebra because A = AeOZcA,) B= 
(4 Qz(a,) Z(B)) Qzw B is a tensor product of Azumaya algebras. Let S, 
be the set of regular elements of Z(A,); then ST’ B= Q(Z/A,) G’, where c 
is the two-cocycle describing thecrossed product structure (note there is no 
action of G on Q(Z(A,)) here). 
Since 1G,( -‘E Z(A,) we apply the result for finite groups (cf. [12]) to 
infer that B(Gr) = @ g E G, Bg is an Azumaya algebra. Moreover, B is strongly 
graded by Z” over B (‘I) = B,, where 0 = (O,..., 0) E Z”. Note that he con- 
dition (G, I-’ E Z(A,) entails that Qg(Bd) = S; l B, = Q(B,-) is a semisimple 
Artinian ring. We check that Z(B,) c Z(B) 1. Suppose that z = 
v,, + . . . + v,~ cZ(B,); then for gE G,, uJv,, + . . . + v,“) U;l= u,, + . . + + v,“. 
Comparision of terms of equal degree leads to : v~-I,,~ = U; i v,, ug. 
Assuming that z has minimal decomposition length as an element of 
Z(B,) then z = &rG, g cL g u v U-* for some V,E B,, tl~ G,. On the other hand 
any element z of the above type commutes with A, since o, does, 
while UhZU, 1 
c 
for heG, equals CgEG,c(h,g)UhpO~Uhglc(h,g)-l= 
g B G, u,,~v, uh; l= z. Thus any z of the above type is central inB,. The con- 
dition G = G, C,(G,) yields that any r E G may be written as t = g,k, = 
k, g, with g, E G,, k, E C&G,). Then we have (using condition 4): ug,ukr = 
ck, k) u, = c(k, 4) a, = +c<ug,, and u,zu-l =CgsG,u,ugv,uglu;’ = 
c gEG,~k,~g%+k,’ up to rearranging the’ terms in the sum corre- 
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sponding to the permutation g -+ g, g of G. Consequently: U,ZU;’ =
c geG,Ug(Uk,w$) UT’ since g and k, commute. Write u,=lZaua with 
4 E Q(Z(4) = Q(k), uE G,. Then u~,v~u~,’ = &uk,u,u~l = &u, = V, 
since a and k, commute (using condition 4 in deducing that u,+ and u, 
commute too). Thus U,ZU, - 1 = z holds for all zE G or z E Z(B). Now as B 
is a B, - Z(B,)-bimodule where B, is an Azumaya algebra, we obtain that 
B = B,@Z(B6JCe(Bd). Again we may deduce that C,(B,) is strongly graded 
by Z” over Z(B,) c Z(C,(B,)) = Z(B). Since there is no action of 77”’ on 
Z(B,) and since there is no cocycle (up to equivalence) it is clear that 
Q”(C,(B,)) N Q(Z(B,)) Z”. Hence C,(B,) is commutative But then B is 
an Azumaya algebra. m
9. Remarks. 1. The conditions inTheorem 8 are fairly natural. Con- 
ditions 1 and 2 are necessary inview of Proposition 2. The first part of 
Condition 3 is the natural extension f2 in Proposition 2 forced on us by 
the fact hat GJG’ may be responsible for non-trivial twisting and non- 
symmetrical factor set. Condition 4 is also natural; if one considers a 
twisted group ring G for an abelian group then it will be a PI. ring only if 
[G: Gsym] < co, where Gsym is {g E G, c(g, h) = c(h, g) for all hE G}. Our 
condition is an extension of this to the non-abelian case. Maybe the 
theorem can be proved assuming only that [G: G,ym]-l exists inZ(A,) 
and [G: G,C,(G,)]-’ EZ(A,). This would be interesting forthe case of 
Q-algebras, however, I did not succeed in proving the theorem under 
these more general conditions but Remark 18.2 is “almost” it (i.e., there A, 
is prime). I 
2. Lemma 2.1., and the results ofSection 2 in [ 111, are true for abelian 
groups and not for “arbitrary” groups as stated there. The error is in the 
proof of Lemma 2.1 because it is well possible that a multilinear central 
polynomial vanishes at all homogeneous substitutions but not for every 
substitution of the variables (due to the possibility of having non-com- 
muting degrees!). Theinterest of the results inSection 2 of [ 1 l] is mainly 
in the case of abelian grading roups anayway. Nevertheless thefollowing 
provides a non-abelian version of Corollary 2.2 of [ 111. 
10. COROLLARY. Let A be a semiprime P.I. ring raded by G such that 
condition (E) holds and A, is a prime ring. Assume that 1 G’( < co and 
1 G’ I-’ E A,. If A is gr-semisimple gr-Artinian then A is an Azumaya algebra. 
ProoJ Let S, be the set of regular elements in Z(A,). Then Q”(A’““) = 
SC’ ACG’) is semisimple Artinian by Proposition 3.2 and the fact that 
I G’( -’ E A,. Now A is graded by the abelian G/G’ over A(“) over 
A(“) = A,, 0 E G/G’. If S, denotes the set of regular elements in A,, then S, 
’ Added in proof cf. Theorem 3.5. in [14]. 
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is invertible in A, because it is semisimple Artinian. By Proposition 3.4 S; * 
A is strongly graded by G (we assume that A, # 0 for all eE G or reduce to 
this situation therwise r placing G by the subgroup mentioned in 
Proposition 3.4). On the other hand A = S;’ A because S, is invertible in 
A,, hence S’A = A is strongly graded by G and A is strongly graded by 
G/G’ over A,. By Proposition 3.3 again we conclude that A is also G/G’-gr- 
semisimple gr-Artinian. Write A = A 1 @ . . .@ A,,, where ach Ai is G/G’-gr- 
simple gr-Artinian. Now, since G/G’ is abelian we are able to use 
Corollary 2.2. of [I l] for an abelian group and it follows that each Ai is an 
Azumaya algebra s well as A (note that our Azumaya algebras re not 
supposed to have constant rank). 1 
A Case with Action That Is Not Quasi-inner 
Without going into the details et us sketch ow one can deal with a 
specific case where the action is not quasi-inner. Suppose A is a ‘strongly 
graded by G such that he Azumaya algebra A,is a central separable exten- 
sion of A: then Z(A), is a finite (because A is a P.I. ring) separable exten- 
sion of Z(A,G) = Z(A,)’ and G acts as a group of automorphisms onZ(A,) 
over Z(A,)‘. Let us consider the prime case, then Z(A,) is Galois over 
Z(A,)’ with group G,, G, = G/H. The ring C,(A,) is G-strongly graded 
over Z(A,). In C,(A,) (H) the ring Z(A,) is central, hence we may put con- 
ditions onH, as in Theorem 8, such that C,(A,)‘H) is an Azumaya algebra. 
By another “commuting ring” reduction weend up with the case of a com- 
mutative ring C (a free xtension fZ(A,)) and a Galois action of G, and 
we have to prove that C*G, is Azumaya, but that is old hat. Summarizing: 
the conditions ofTheorem 8 have to be imposed on the subgroup of finite 
index H such that we reduce the problem to a Galois situation for 
G, = G/H. 
B. THE CASE WITHOUT ACTION 
For those problems of interest tous in this note we may reduce the 
problems to the case where A is a strongly graded ring by G over a com- 
mutative ring A, which is central inA. We will restrict at ention further to
the case where A, is a domain (for most properties a reduced ring would 
also be adequate). In view of Proposition 3 we obtain the central quotient 
ring SF l A = (ST’ A&G, which is now a twisted group ring described bya 
2-cocycle r: G x G + Q(A,)*. As far as possible applications to orders are 
concerned itis not restrictive o assume that Z(A,), i.e., A  (after the reduc- 
tions we proposed) isintegrally c osed in its field of fractions. Throughout 
we assume that G is finitely generated and A, is a domain with field of frac- 
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tions K. We let 2, be the integral c osure of A, in the algebraic closure R of 
K. For properties that can be decided up to faithfully flat descent, e.g., 
being Azumaya, it is harmless to go from A, to 2, if necessary. 
Up to equivalence in H,(G, K*) we may assume that C(D, e) = 1 for every 
o E G. We say that cis normalized ifc(cr, 6-l) = 1 for all oE G. Not every c
is equivalent to a normalized one in H*(G, K*) but this does hold over K. 
Note that if we write the twisted group ring S;’ A = K{ uO, u E G) with 
u,u, = c(a, r) u,, for all 6, r E G, then putting u, = 1 (1 = 1 K* u, normally) is
only possible if c is normalized; indeed: c(cr, (r- ‘) u, = u,u, _i yields 
C(O, O-l) = u,u,- i, hence u;’ = a,-IC(~, o-~)-’ and u,-~c(cr, a-‘)-’ u, 
= 1 then yields c(cr, c-l)-’ C(O-‘, a) = 1. Since cis defined over U(A,) we 
have to have a descent argument over A, (it is not sufficient to have one 
over K) and this is provided by the following lemma. 
12. LEMMA. With assumptions a above: there xists a comutative ring B
containing A, such that B is a free A,- module and c is equivalent to a nor- 
malized factor set in H*(G, U(B)) Zf G is finite then B has finite rank over 
4. 
Proof For every OE G we consider y, = Jm in A,. Then 
A(o) = A,+ A,y, is free of rank two unless y,~ K; in the latter case we 
drop y, and proceed with another element. IfK(o) = K + Ky, and y, $ K(o) 
then yz~ K(a) while a(a) y,+ b(a)#O for all a(o), b(a)#in A(o); hence 
A(o, z) is free of rank two over A(o). Since G is finitely generated we may 
consider the lexicographical set-order on the free group F,, presenting G by 
rr: F,, + G, n(ei) = gi when gi is a set of generators for G. We write A(o) for 
the ring constructed above after all words preceding o E G have been con- 
sidered. Proceeding tothe next word o, we obtain either o, E Q(A(o)) in 
which case we put A(w,) = A(o) or else A(o,) = A(w) + A(o) y,, is free of 
rank two over A(o). After acountable number of steps we arrive atB. If G 
is finite hen B has finite rank over A,. Now, replacing c by d with 
d(a, z) = y,y,y;‘c(a, z)defines a normalized factor set equivalent toc in 
H*(G U(B)). I 
If c is a normalized factor set hen for all 0, r E G we have the following 
relations: c((T, r)-l = c(az, r-‘) = c(t-l, a-‘); indeed, this follows from 
~(0, Z) C((TT, z-l) = c(o, e) c(r, t-l) = 1 and c(at, r-‘) = c(crz, 7-l) 
c(c, 6’) = C(OZ, (0~))~) c(r-l, a-‘) = c(~-l, c-l). An element y E G is 
c-regular ifc(y,r)=c(r,y) forall z~C(y)= (x~G,xy=yx). If y~d(G) is 
c-regular then we call the conjugation class of y a ray class (note that 
every conjugate of a c-regular element is c-regular nd similarly for the 
inverse of a c-regular element). 
Note that he ray classes are a main ingredient in part of the proof of 
Theorem 8 (the calculation of Z(B,) and the fact hat ray classes for G, 
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remain ray classes for G is crucial inshowing that B is a B, - Z(B,)- 
bimodule). 
To any y E G we associate 1,: G + K*G’ defined by u + u; ’ uy u,uy -I, 
where {ur, z E G} describes the twisted group ring KG’= Q(A). We 
calculate : 24; ’uy U, uy ’ = c( CI -‘, y) c(or-‘y, a) c(a~‘ya,“J~‘) because 
uyuy-I = 1. From the relations derived above we now deduce: 
c(a-‘ya, y-‘) = c(a-‘yay-‘, 7))’ and c(aa’, y) da-‘y, a) = da-‘, Y) 
c(y, a-‘))‘, hence &,(a) = c(a- ‘, y) c(y, aa’))’ c(a-‘yay-‘, y))‘. 
By restriction to C(y) we find I,(a) =c(aa’, y) c(y, a-‘))’ for aE C(y) 
and it is clear that A,( C(y) is trivial ifand only if y is c-regular (note 
A,( C(y): G -+ K*). We now calculate ll,(a’ J for a,, azE G: ,I,(a,a,) = 
u,;2 uy u,,,2uy ’ = ua; ’urn; ’ ~~~~~~~~~~ (the latter quality follows from u,,,~ = 
4a1, a2)-’ h,ua2 and u-’ =c(a’,a2)24,~‘24,;‘)=u~‘(u,~‘uyu,,uy1) al-a2 
u,~(u;’ uyu,,uyl) = u;‘1,(a,) u,,Iy(a2). So if we let G act on K*G’ by con- 
jugation, i.e., a EG acts as u;‘( - ) U, = u,- I( - ) Us, then 1, E H’(G, K*G’). 
Also it is clear that ;1,1 C(y) is a group morphism C(y) + K*. If 
(Im(,$), y EG) is disjoint from R* in R* G then c trivializes ov r1% 
If H’ and H, are normal subgroups of G centralizing eachother then, we 
have that yl: H, + K* for y E H, is a group morphism. Also, if y E Z(G) 
then A,: G -+ K* is a group morphism. 
Let us now investigate in general when 1, = ;I, for e, t E G. This is the 
case whenever U; ’ U,U,U; ’ = U; ’ U, U,U; ’ for all a E G. In particular it 
follows that r-‘o commutes with a for all aE G, i.e., TV’O = z E Z(G). Since 
c is normalized (and putting U, = 1) we calculate U, = u,-‘,u,u,-I,, hence 
U, = c(z, a) c(za, z- ’ ) U, = c(z, a) c(a, z) - ’ u,. So, as a second consequence 
of /2, =A, we obtain that c(z, a) = c(a, z) for all aE G, i.e., z is c-regular. 
This may be summed up in: 
13. PROPOSITION. Let c(o, z) be a normalized factor set, then to any 
y E G there corresponds a set-map 2, : G + K*G’ which restricts to a group 
morphism 2, : C(y) + K*. If H, centralizes H, in G and both are normal sub- 
groups of G then 1, : H, -+ K* is a group morphism for every E H, . We have 
2, = 1, for o, z E G tf and only if T ~ ‘o E z(G) is c-regular inG. There is a 
map of pointed sets A: G -+ H’(G, K*G’), y -+ & such that 
Ar E Hom(C(y), K*). Zf G is abelian then ;1 is a group morphism 
G + Hom(G, K*) the kernel of which consists of the c-regular elements; in
general the central c-regular elements of G form the kernel of 
IIZ(G): Z(G) + Hom(G, K*). 
14. PROPOSITION. Let A be a semiprime P.Z. ring, with normalized two- 
cocycle c E H2(G, U(AJ). The c-regular elements of G form a set of finite 
index and they generate a normal subgroup Greg of G offinite index such that 
Z(G) n G,, = Z(G) n 92, 2 being the set of c-regular elements of G. 
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Proof Put Qg = KG’ = Qg(A ), C= Z(Q). As a K-vector space C is 
generated byray class sums pi = &EG,Cc(ai) u~u,~u; l, where ai is c-regular. 
Q(A) may be obtained by inverting central elements in A and Q(A) is 
finitely generated over Q(C), say by x1,..., x, which may be taken in KG’ 
(even in A). Write xi = C k,g, with kiiE Q(C), gtiE G. 
Take 1 E C such that lzxi = xi Lii g, with R, A, E C and 1 regular inC. For 
g E G we may write g= C a,xi, with ai E Q(C), hence ug = &z:xi with a, 
ai E C and a regular and lug = &xi ui.&g, with non-zero ilu EC, u:A~E C. 
Using the fact hat Aa and the ai& are K-linear combinations ofray class 
sums, we obtain that aig = aVg, for certain c-regular elements ai, clii. This 
establishes that he set 9I of c-regular elements has finite index in G. It is 
easily verified that XE~ entails x-’ ES? (and also gxg-’ E W for gE G), 
hence W* = ,%’ u { 1) u 9-l. Lemma 2.3 of [7, p. 1821 yields that W4e is a 
subgroup of G, where k is the number of g, in a decomposition 
G = lJiJ %Jgi. Since a conjugate of an element of 9” is a product of con- 
jugates inS? in the obvious way, it is clear that Greg = S?4k is a normal sub- 
group of finite index. It follows from the final part of Proposition 13that 
9 n Z(G) is a subgroup of G, the claim of the proposition follows 
immediately. 1 
15. COROLLARY. Suppose G is finitely generated or else char K = 0. If 
KG’ has normalized factor set c((T, z) then ctrivializes over K on a subgroup 
of finite index G1 of G. 
Proof If G is finitely generated orif char K= 0, then G has an abelian 
subgroup H of finite index. By the foregoing proposition Hreg has finite 
index in G too. Clearly KH:,, is commutative, hence c ( Hreg trivializes ov r
K*, proving the statement. 
16. Notes. 1. This extends a result ofA. Reid, [9], stating that KG’ for 
an infinite group G is always uch that c trivializes on aninfinite subgroup 
of G. 
2. It is not restrictive in Corollary 15to assume that c is normalized 
because over K it will be equivalent to a normalized one anyway. 
17. THEOREM. Let A be a semiprime P.I. ring strongly raded by G such 
that he gradation s quasi-inner a d A,is aprime ring such that Z(A,) is a
Q-algebra. Then A is an Azumuyu algebra ifthe following conditions hold: 
1. A, is an Azumuyu algebra. 
2. )G’I<m. 
Proof We reduce to the case where G is finitely generated as in the 
proof of Theorem 8. and then also to the case where A, is commutative and 
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central inA. In view of Lemma 12 we may assume that he appearing two- 
cocycle is normalized (using a faithfully f at descent argument). Since 
1 G’ ) < co we have G = d(G) and hence Z(G) has finite index in G by the 
remarks following Proposition 1. If H= Z(G),,, then AcH) is commutative 
and central inA (we wrote A again for the algebra after the reductions we
described), this is evident from the method of proof of Corollary 15applied 
to Z(G),,,. Since G/H is finite and 1 G/HI -’ E Z(A,) it follows that A is an 
Azumaya algebra. 1
Remarks. 1. The condition that Z(A,) is a Q-algebra may be replaced 
by jG/HI -‘EZ(A,). 
2. If A is an order in a central simple algebra quasi-inner graded by G 
with ( G’) < cc such that A, is a prime Azumaya algebra, then A is 
Azumaya. 
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